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A. Purpose
This policy codifies and revises as Southern Oregon University Policy the rule previously adopted by the State Board
of Higher Education concerning this topic and transferred to SOU by operation of law on July 1, 2015.
B. Policy Statement
Unless a compelling educational reason exists, no lower division section enrolling fewer than ten students will be
continued. The responsibility for determining whether a compelling educational reason exists for a particular class
will be exercised by SOU’s executives through the university’s academic administrators. At the upper division level,
regular class sections enrolling fewer than ten students will be discouraged. It is recognized, nonetheless, that upper
division electives and required sequences in specialized curricula may make it necessary to offer classes below the
standard of ten students at the upper division level in more numerous instances than at the lower division level.
Seminars, thesis, and reading and conference offerings are not to be construed as regular classes for purposes of this
standard.
Because of the individualized nature of graduate study, no specific standard related to class size is proposed at the
post-baccalaureate level.
This policy may be revised at any time without notice. All revisions supersede prior policy and are effective
immediately upon approval.
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C. Policy Consultation
This policy was transferred to SOU by operation of law on July 1, 2015 from the State Board of Higher Education
Board Policy Manual. Revisions to the text of the policy were posted for campus comment on June 21, 2016.
D. Other Information

The Policy Contact, defined above, will write and maintain the procedures related to this policy and these procedures
will be made available within the Custodial Office.
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